[Correlation of local immune system indices of patients with tuberculous and serous meningitis].
The method of discrete-dynamic analysis was used for studying the immunity system state in 60 patients with tuberculous meningitis (TM) of various degree of severity and in 35 patients with serous meningitis of nontuberculous etiology (SMNE). A significant difference was established of the correlation between parameters in the combinations comprising lymphocytes immune to Mycobacterium tuberculosis which enables TM and SMNE differentiation. TM was characterized by a sharp increase in the number of correlations (intensity) in the parameters as compared with SMNE. Intensity significantly declines in the fatal outcome of TM as compared with this parameter in the survived patients. In SMNE local immunity state normalizes (intensity decline) in 1.5-2 months, in TM of moderate severity in 3 months and in a serious course (during the follow-up) intensity does not decline.